
CHALLENGE

Part 1 Measure the on-target reach 
of BEAT’s OOH campaign in Peru

Part 2 Efficiently reach members of 
BEAT’s target audience who were 
outside OOH coverage

PART 1: SONATA LI OOH TRUE REACH

CASE STUDY

BEAT and Publicis enlist Taptap technology to set the standard for 
OOH measurement and omnichannel campaign planning

Beat is redefining mobility. The company provides safe transport and access to goods throughout Latin 
America - a key service in any moment, but especially in 2021. Their priority is safe, quick and 
premium rides (Teslas!) to get around, and Publicis is helping them get the word out through 
omnichannel campaigns with the help of Taptap Digital.

BEAT OOH PLACEMENTS

Taptap mapped 20 OOH placements, strategically 
planned by Publicis, in Sonata Location 
Intelligence, our geospatial analytics platform 

49%
TRUE REACH

The How: Technology & Solutions Used

OOH TRUE 
REACH

Measures the 
true, or on target, 
reach of the OOH 
campaign

EXTENDED 
REACH

Activation of a 
digital campaign 
to reach target 
audiences not 
exposed to OOH

OOH
@ HOME

Solution brought 
to you by Publicis 
APEX to measure 
OOH and plan 
omnichannel 
campaigns

CUSTOM AUDIENCE INDEX BEAT TARGET

BEAT’s audience was anyone between ages 18 - 
37 in need of transport. The map populates with all 
areas that contain the audience.



MEASUREMENT & RESULTS

The extended reach digital campaign reached over half a million unique users in 
BEAT’s target audience. They had a high rate of engagement with the ads, something 
only a one to one medium can offer.

PART 2: EXTENDED REACH ACTIVATION

Through Sonata Location Intelligence, BEAT and Publicis identified audiences who fit the 
target description but were outside OOH coverage. We exported these audiences to the 
Sonata DSP and activated a digital display campaign, propelled by Sonata MORE 
Artificial Intelligence optimization to boost CTRs, targeting these users to extend the 
reach of the OOH campaign without duplicating its efforts. 

Extended Reach Takeaways:

Efficient omnichannel planning & activation

Create awareness among a missed target audience as well as an opportunity to engage with BEAT

100% privacy safe targeting methodology
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